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M
ove over parrots: scientists have
stumbled across an impersonat-
ing bird whose repertoire goes

well beyond demanding a cracker. An
Australian musk duck was able to memo-
rize and reproduce sounds and speech-
imitating the noise of a door slamming
and someone muttering the phrase “You
bloody fool”. Biologist Carel ten Cate

says he found it “hard to believe” when
he discovered a claim that musk ducks
could parrot human speech.

But he decided to go hunting to see if
it was true. Hours of searching through
archives brought him to an eerie 1987
recording of “Ripper”-a hand-raised

specimen who was four years old at the
time and living on the Tidbinbilla Nature
Reserve, near Canberra. “You bloody
foo,” the duck says, over and over, “You
bloody foo,” dropping the “l”, which is
apparently hard for ducks to articulate.
The sounds accompanied Ripper’s mat-
ing display, according to the study pub-
lished Monday in the journal

Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society B. A male musk duck usually
fends off competitors with repetitive
sounds accompanied by kicking, while
“the tail is kept in different positions”.

Peter Fullagar, who made the record-
ings, would deliberately “enrage” the

duck by approaching the cage, the report
said. Ripper would begin his dance-but
then quack out the insult instead of mak-
ing ordinary duck noises. And his vocal
skills went further. Fullagar also recorded
Ripper imitating the sound of a light door
slamming. Sonogram analysis revealed
the sound to be strikingly similar to one
made by a screen door next to the sink,
in which Ripper was kept as a duckling.
Ten Cate says the fact that Ripper repro-
duced sounds he most likely heard when
he was young is a key finding of the
research. “Vocal learning of the type
shown by Ripper was thought only to be
present in songbirds, hummingbirds and
parrots,” he said.

Elephants vocalize too 
Besides ducks, the special animal

vocal learning issue of Philosophical
Transactions delves into sounds made
by elephants, dolphins and seals.
Research collected from adult African
elephants in Botswana, South Africa,
Germany and Austria explored their abili-
ty to reproduce specific trumpeting and
snorting sounds on cue. A male named
Jabu who began learning to vocalize on
cue when he was a calf was able to pro-
duce seven distinct sounds on cue with
nearly 100 percent accuracy. The other
elephants who learnt in adulthood still
managed to respond correctly over 80
percent of the time, suggesting a “com-
plex level” of vocal on-cue learning in the
species, the study says.— AFP

Police officer of the French Office for Biodiversity (Office Francais de la Biodiversite - OFB)
Benoit Girard (not seen) shows a GPS beacon placed on the back of a duck at the ‘Domaine
des Grandes Cabannes du Vaccares sud’ protected area, in Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer,
southestern France. — AFP

A man paints over murals on a concrete wall along a street in Kabul.
— AFP photos

A man looks out of a car window as commuters make their way along
a road in Kabul.

Italy holds 
tobacconist after
lottery ticket
‘grab and run’

W
hen his client came to claim the
winnings from a 500,000-euro
lottery scratch card, a tobac-

conist in Naples grabbed it and fled the
city, Italian investigators said. A man was
detained at Rome’s Fiumicino airport,
police said on Monday, as he was about

to board a plane to the Canary Islands.
According to investigators, the man
grabbed the winning ticket on Thursday
and reportedly jumped on his scooter
and rushed to the town of Latina
between Naples and Rome.

His plan, they said, was to deposit the
ticket in a bank with a view of returning
later when things had calmed down. He
denied stealing the ticket and said he
would make an official complaint against
his customer, a 70-year-old woman.
Prosecutors have opened a probe for
aggravated robbery. The man’s tobac-
conist license has been suspended and
the precious ticket itself has been
seized.— AFP

T
he 28-year-old rap star has taken to
social media to announce the
arrival of her new baby, posting a

behind-the-scenes photo of herself, her
child and husband Offset in a hospital
bed.  Alongside the sweet snap, Cardi -
who also has Kulture, three, with Offset -
wrote on Instagram: “9/4/21 [dinosaur,
heart and teddy bear emojis] (sic)” In the
snap, Cardi’s baby is wrapped in a blue
blanket, while the rapper’s legs are cov-
ered by a brown Louis Vuitton blanket.
However, neither of the celebrity couple
have revealed the gender or the name of
their new baby. Cardi announced her
pregnancy in June, when she performed
alongside her husband at the BET
Awards.

The ‘WAP’ hitmaker - who has 108
million followers on Instagram - proudly
showed off her growing bump while
performing ‘Type S***’ at the awards
ceremony. Cardi subsequently wrote
on the photo-sharing platform: “#2!
[heart emoji] (sic)”

The rapper previously explained that
motherhood has given her more motiva-
tion than ever. The chart-topping star
revealed that she’s determined to give
her children the best possible chance of
success.  Cardi - who worked as a strip-
per before finding success in the music
business - explained: “All the time I’m
thinking about my kid.  “I’m shaking my
a**, but at the same time I’m doing busi-
ness, I’m on the phone with my business
manager saying, make sure that a per-
centage of my cheque goes to my kid’s
trust. “I give my daughter so much love,
and I’m setting her up for a future. I want
to tell her that a lot of the things that I
have done in life - no matter what I did,
knowing that I wanted to have kids made
me go harder to secure a good future for
my kids.”— Bang Showbiz

Afghan art 
activist defiant 
as Taleban erase
Kabul murals

A
fghan activist Omaid Sharifi’s art
collective spent seven years trans-
forming stretches of Kabul’s

labyrinthine concrete blast walls with col-
orful murals-then the Taleban marched
in. Within weeks of the Islamists taking
the capital, many of the street art pieces
have been painted over, replaced by
drab propaganda slogans as the Taleban
reimpose their austere vision on
Afghanistan. The images of workers
rolling white paint over the art were
deeply foreboding for Sharifi, whose
ArtLords collective has created more
than 2,200 murals across the country
since 2014.

“The image that comes to my mind is
(the Taleban) putting a ‘kaffan’ over the
city,” he told AFP in a phone interview
from the UAE on Monday, referring to the
white shroud used to cover bodies for
Islamic burials. But even as the Taleban
erase the work of the ArtLords and
despite being forced to flee for his safety,
Sharifi said he would continue his cam-
paign. “We will never stay silent,” said
the 34-year-old, speaking from a facility
housing Afghan refugees. “We will make
sure the world hears us. We will make
sure that the Taleban are shamed every
single day.” Among the erased murals
was one showing US special envoy
Zalmay Khalilzad and Taleban co-
founder Abdul Ghani Baradar shaking

hands after signing the 2020 deal to
withdraw American troops from
Afghanistan.

‘Everybody was running’ 
Sharifi co-founded ArtLords in 2014,

using art to campaign for peace, social
justice and accountability. The prolific
group often shamed the powerful in
Afghanistan with street art, including war-
lords and allegedly corrupt government
officials. Their murals honored Afghan
heroes, called for dialogue instead of vio-
lence, and demanded rights for women.
ArtLords members braved death threats
and were branded infidels by Islamist
extremists. They remained unrepentant,
and kept at it until the end. On the morn-
ing of August 15, with the Taleban at the
gates of Kabul, Sharifi and five of his col-
leagues went to work on a mural outside
a government building.

Within hours, they saw panicked peo-
ple rushing out of government offices
and decided to return to the ArtLords
gallery. “All roads were blocked,” Sharifi
said. “The army, the police were coming
from all sides, abandoning their cars and
everybody was running.” When the
group finally made it to the gallery, they
learned that Kabul had fallen.

‘It never goes away’ 
Sharifi was 10 years old in 1996 when

the Islamists first came to power, and he
witnessed their harsh rule until US-led
forces toppled them five years later. This
time around, he said, “I expect that not a
lot has changed.” Like Sharifi, many
Afghans are skeptical of Taleban claims
of a softer government. Few have forgot-
ten the public executions, and the blan-
ket ban on entertainment-including on
TVs and video cassette players. Sharifi
told AFP he “vividly remembers” the pub-
lic punishments at a football stadium in
Kabul, including beheadings and ampu-

tations for various crimes. “When I was
riding my bicycle to go to the central mar-
ket... (I) would see a lot of broken TVs,
broken cassette recorders and all these
tapes,” he added. “That is always in my
mind. It never goes away.” There was no
local media to speak of during the
Taleban’s first stint in power, and images
of humans and animals were banned.

‘This is not the end’ 
Tens of thousands of Afghans rushed

to Kabul airport as the capital fell, fear-
ful of life under the Taleban, among
them scores of artists and activists such
as Sharifi. “It’s a very difficult choice (to
leave), and I just hope nobody ever
experiences what we went through,” he
said. “Afghanistan is my home, it’s my
identity... I cannot take out all my roots
and plant myself in another part of the
world.” Sharifi’s primary concern was
not violence, as he had lived with death
threats for years. “The scary part was
that I will not have a voice,” he said.
“What really forced me was that I want
my voice... I  want my freedom of
expression.”

The chaotic airlift from Kabul airport
ended with the last US troops leaving by
August 31, and Western governments
admitted most Afghans identified as vul-
nerable to Taleban reprisals were left
behind. Sharifi said he was able to help
54 artists escape with their families, but
more than 100 are still in the country. “All
of them are in hiding, all of them are fear-
ful... They’re just trying to find a way to
get out of Afghanistan.” And he vowed to
continue campaigning and creating art. “I
left (everything) behind,” Sharifi said.
“The only thing that keeps me going is
that I think this is not the end.”— AFP

L
iam Payne has praised Tom
Parker’s “strength and courage”
amid his battle with a brain tumor.

The ‘Strip That Down’ hitmaker reached
out to the former Wanter singer when he
heard about his devastating diagnosis
last year because he wanted to show his
support and help in any way he could.
Speaking to the MailOnline, Liam, 28,
said: “When I heard about what Tom was
going through I wanted to reach out to
him, he’s showing so much strength and
courage and I wanted to offer help and
support in any way I could.” Tom recently
revealed he is “grateful” that the treat-
ment he’s undergoing is starting to work

as his recent scan showed that the
malignant mass on his brain has
decreased in size since his last MRI
(magnetic resonance imaging). Taking to
his Instagram account last month, he
said: “Ok..here goes. The last couple of
days have been filled with dread and
worry but I’m pleased to announce that
the results of yesterday’s scan (lovely
birthday present), are stable with a slight
reduction in the tumor if anything. “I can’t
tell you how grateful I am to receive this
news. We left it a little longer between
scans this time just to give time for the
medication to work etc but overall a great
day. Thanks to all our healthcare team.
You are truly wonderful. “And thank you
all you lovely people out there sending
love and support. It really is so appreciat-
ed.  Time to celebrate (sic)”

Despite his worrying prognosis when
he was first diagnosed with the brain
tumor, the 33-year-old singer is deter-
mined to beat the disease.  He said: “It’s
been an emotional few months for me
and my family. But I’m determined to
both fight the disease and the terrible sit-
uation of the chronically low level of
research that goes towards finding a
cure and treatment for glioblastoma.”
Tom and his wife Kelsey - who have
daughter Aurelia, two, and 10-month-old
son Bodhi together - are now looking
towards the future and are hoping to
have at least two more children later
down the line. — Bang Showbiz

Afghan workers walk past a wall mural along a roadside in Kabul. An Afghan municipality worker cleans a road next to a wall mural in
Kabul.
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Cuoco has wiped
her ex from her
Instagram

T
he ‘Big Bang Theory’ alum and the
30-year-old equestrian recently
announced that they are set to

divorce after just three years of marriage,
and Kaley has since removed all mention
of Karl from her bio on the social media
app. Her profile did read: “Mrs @mrtan-
cook. Many 4-legged kid. I play pretend.
Adopt don’t shop - giddy up! Yes, Norman

Productions. ‘What, like it’s hard?’”
And now, it simply says: “Yes,

Norman”, the name of her production
firm. The Instagram change comes after it
was revealed Kaley had an “ironclad
prenup in place” before tying the knot
with Karl in 2018. A source told Us
Weekly: “Her assets are protected.” The
pair released a joint statement over the
weekend confirming their split. However,
the duo also insisted there was no “anger
or animosity” towards each other. Their
statement read: “Despite a deep love and
respect for one another, we have realized
that our current paths have taken us in
opposite directions. — Bang Showbiz


